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A COMPILATION OF THE PROPERTY DIFFERENCES OF 0RTIiO _ND PARA HYDROGF/_ OR
MIXTURES OF ORTHO AND PARA HYI_OGEN*
J. G. I_Ist and R. B. Stewart 1_
The experimental property differences of ortho and para hydrogen and
their mixtures as reported in the world literature for temperatures
belov SO0°K are tabulated. Properties included are speci1'Ic heat,
velocity of sound, thermal conductivity, density, viscosity, vapor
pressure, saturated liquid and saturated vapor denslties, and latent
heat of vapc_Ization. Pertinent comments regarding the experimental
methods employed, the pressure and temperature range of t_e data, and /
the accuracy of the data are included when available. _Jl/_
I .O INTRODUCTION _
This compilation presents the results of a literature search for ortho and pars
hydrogen property differences up to 3OO°K. The literature file of the Documentation Unit of
the Cryogenic Data Center was searched sad approximately 900 references containing ortho aLd
para hydrogen data _ere obtained. These in turn were searched for additional documents
containing experi_ntal data. The objective wms to obtain thezmophyslcal property data which
could be used to determine the differences in these properties for any mixture of the ortho
and para modifications of hydrogen.
The hydrogen properties can be separated into two groups; the first group of
properties exhibits relatively large changes in value, _bilc the second group of properties
exhibits very small changes in value, w_th differences in ortho-para co=_os_tlon. The
properties with slga]ficant ortho-para dependency include specific heat and properties
related to specific heat, such as velocity of sound, entropy, enthaloy , and thermal conductivity.
The properties which hr._ almost independent _f ortho-para concentrations include density and
viscosity. Information is also included on the vapo_ pressures, densities of saturated liquid
and saturated vapor, and on latent heat of vaporization for normal and pars hydrogen.
Property value differences due to ortho-para composition of hydrogen for specific
heats, velocity of sou/Id, entropy, en+halpy, and thera_l co_ductlvi$y, from about 50 @ to 3OO°K
are significantly larger than the experlmestal errors in their measurement. Therefore, data of
various ortho-para mixtures, from different sources which may not have thc same systematic
experimental errors_ may be compared in temperature ranges where these large differences occur,
to ascertain the variation of the property as u function of ortho-para concentration. For this
group of properties, selected data from the literature are listed from which these differences
may be obtained.
Property value differences due to ortho-para composition for density and viscosity
may be expected to be of the same order cf magnitude as the systematic experimental errors in
their measuremen .. 'l'nerefore, independent alternate sets of data for a given property of
different ortho-@ara composition cenllot geaerally be regarded as a sufficient measure of
property dlffer,_nces due to ortho-para composition. For this reas_A, the data sources refec-
enced in this r_,port for this group of property data have been limited bo (i) _Irect measurp-
ments of property differences due to ortho-pura concentration (2) d_ta sets of differing
ortho-para composition which have been measured in the same laboratory sad which may be
regarded as havi_ the same systematic errors, and (3) data which are regarded as hsvln_ a
probable tm ,r_Imty which is smaller than _he difterences In the property values.
*This compilation is a result of a study made under contract with t_te National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
The equilibrll eoncentratlon of ortho and para hydrogen in the ideal gas _tate has
been calculated by Woclley, Scott, a_ BrlcMwedde (19_8), J. Res. Natl. Bur. Std. _i, 379-A_75.
The effect of pressure on these equilibrium concentrations is consi6ered to be negligible.
These values are %abulated an_ illustrated graphically below. _lle MB8-1939 Temperature Scale
was used in this table.
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2.0 FORMAT
This report is a collection of independent data sheets on each of several prcpertles
for _!ich inforrmstion has been compiled. For each data sheet the followi_ information is
listed: D_ta Sources, Cormments, and Data. All references con_aialng data pertinent to this
report are listed under Data Sources. The Co,eats Sectlom includes a general summary for
each property and in addition, pertinent co,eats about each refel'ence. The type of experi-
mental apparatus, indicated accuracy of results and r_e of data are included whenever
available. The original data. as tabulated in the data sources are listed in the Data Section.
If sufflclest data are available they are also illustrated graphically.
3.O DATA SHEETS
Page
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3.l ZERO r,KESS_n_E _0P_TIES (I_AL GAS)
D_ta Sources:
Weolley, H. W., Scott, R. B., and Brlc_dde_ F. G. (19b_), Compilatlon of Thermal
Properties of _ydrogen in its Various Isotopic and Ortho-Para Modificatioms, J. Res.
Natl. Bur. Std. 41, 379-475, RP-1952.
Hast, L., Frledmaa, A. S., and Becke+t, C. W. (1961), Ideal Gas Thermod_c Functions
and Isotope Exchange Functions for Diatomlc I_Irides, Ds_uterides, and Tritides,
Natl. Bur. Std. Monograph No. 20, 271 p.
Comment_____s:
Beth Woolley, et al. (1948) and Haar, et al. (1961) ilave comlm_ted ideal gas thermal
properties for normal and pars hydrogen from 10°K to above _OO°K. The values of _aar,
et el. have been obtained with speetros¢ogic data as recent as August 1958. _he ortho-
l_ara differences from these sourc_a are the same. Therefore, only the values of Haar,
et al. are listed. Values fcr orthohydrogen are also included by Woolley. These
additional tables are not given here, however, ortho-para differences are illustrated
graphically.
Ideal gas properties for mix, urec other than those tabulated may be calculated by the
following equations. The specific heat and enthalpy of a given constant mixture of
ortho and para hydrogen are obtained by,
CP(mi.): X(p)%(p) ÷ X(o)%(°)
H(mi.) _ X(p) R(p) ÷ X(o) _(o)
where the subscripts (p) and (o) refer to pars and ortho and X is the relative
amoun_ of each component present. The entropy of a mlxt_'e, however, is also dependent
upon the entropy of mLxing as ioll_ws:
S(_x) : X(p) S(p) + X(o ) S(o ) - R [X(o ) in X(o ) + X(p) :n X(p)]
(Note that X(p) = i - X(o ) for a mixture of urtho and pars hydrogen.) Since ortho-
hydrogen properties are not tabalated here these equations are rewritten in terms of
normal and pars hyd_'ogen properties as,
4
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3.2 SPECIFIC HEAT
Data Sources: See Comments
Colment8:
The differences in the specific heat of ortho and pars hydrogen, at low pressure, can
be obtained by determining the allo%_d rotational energy states for these two molecular
modifications. With iucresslng temperature s these differences become appreciable at
50°K, reach a maximum near 150_K, and decrease again, with only insignificant differences
remainlng at ambient temperatures. These values are tabulated in the Zero Pressure
Properties Section (3.1) of this report. The low pressure differences in specific heat
due to ortho-para concentration are good approximations for the high pressu_'e differences
since there are only slight differences in P-V-T behavior of ortho and pars hyd__ogen.
Several sources of _:ta are available in which the pressure dependent part of the
specific heat has been calculated from P-V-T relations, but since the small difference
in the ortho-para hydrogen P-V-T surfaces is uncertain, little slgnificance can be
attached to the differences in specific heats that have been so obtained. Although the
accuracy of the data is not sufficient for any conclusive determination, the available
experimental specific he_ts confirm the postulate that the specific heat differences due
to ortho-para concentration are essentially independent of pressure.
I1
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3.3 Tm_MAL CON_UC_I_Y
Deta Sources:
Farkas, A. (1935), Ortho-Para Kydrogen and Hear), _iro_en, Cambridge University Press.
Ubblnk. J. B. (1948) _ Thermal Conductivity of Gaseous Hydrogen and of Gaseous Deuterium,
Physlca 14, 165.
Powers, R. W., Mattox, R. W., and Johnston, H.L. (1954), Ther_ Conductivity of
Condensed Gases. iI. The Thermal Conductlvltles of Liquid Normal and of Liquid
Parahydrogen from 15 to 27°K, J. Am. Chem. See. 76, 5972-73.
Heinzinger, K. (1960), Die W'_meleitf_hig_eiten yon Normal und Para- Wasserstoff bel
2OeK. (The Heat Ccmductivlty of Normal and Pars Hydroaen at 20@K), Z. Naturforsch.
l_a, 1022.
Heinzlnger, K. 2 Klemmj A., and Waldmann, L. (1961), Die W_sh_neleitf_igkeit yon Gas-
formigen Para-Ortho Wasserstoffgemlschen bei 20°K. (The Thermal Conductivity of
Gaseous Ortho-Para Hydrogen Mixtures at 20°K), Z. Natu_'forsch. 16a, 1338-42.
Comments:
Based upon +.he available experimental data it may be concluded that at liquid hydrogen
temperatures the differences of ther,_l conductivity of ortho and Dars hydrogen are sum_ll.
The differences for liquid hydrogen are less than 2_, while the differences for gaseous
hydrogen near 20_K arc about 0.5_.
Because of the large differences in low pressure specific heats of ortho and para hydrogen
at intermediate temperatures, it is apparent that the thermal conductivlties must also
differ appreciably. These differences have apparently never become the object of experi-
mental investigation. The ratio of the low pressure specific heats has, however, been
calculated by Farkas (1935). This data source still seems to be the best available.
The ratio of para to normal thermal conductivity as tabulated here was calculatmd, as
indicated by Farkas using zero pressure specific heats by Haar, et 81. (1961) [See
Section 5.I].
52 = c_ + 225R
Kn Cvn + 2.25R
Ubbink (1948) measured the thermal conductivity of gaseous hydrogen at temperatures
r_E_i_ from 14 to 273°K. At 17@K he _easured the thermal conductlvlties of pars and
normal hydrogen but could not detect any differences.
Powers, et al. (1954) used a parallel plate cell to measure the thermal conductivity of
liquid nor_ and pars hydro6en. Within their estlm_te of a probabl." error of 2_, no
differences between normal and pars hydrogen were observed. These results were
represented by Powers, et ai. by K = (1.702 + O.O5573T)IO -4 cal/(cm sec °K), with s
rms deviation of 1.6_.
Helnzin_er (L960) experimentally determined the thermal conductivity of gaseous pars-
hydrogen to be 0.57±O.O7_ higher than normal hydrogen at 20@K. A year later Helnzln_er,
et al. (1961) reported measured v_ues of thermal conductivity differences as a function
of ortho-para hydrogen co_posltlon at 20°K.
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Calculated Values of the Ratio of _hermal Conductivity of Gaseous Para
to Normal _n, usi_ the Equation by Farkas (1935)
lO
20
3o
4o
5o
6o
7o
8o
90
lOO
11o
12o
13o
14o
zso
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.001
1.00_
1.015
1.035
1.o65
i.100
1.z35
z.165
1.187
1.2oo
1.2o6
1.2o3
170
19o
2oo
21o
220
23O
25o
e6o
e_
280
29o
3o0
1.196
1.183
1.169
1.152
i.136
1•I_-C
I.I04
1.090
1,077
Z .066
1 .o58
1.o1.7
1.0_o
1.o33
1 .o_8
POwers, et al. (1954)
Liq'aid Normal Hydrogen
,I
16.81
16.84
17.oo
18.16
18.58
19.o8
19.88
21.46
22.72
22.79
23.81.
2_.29
Thermal
Conductlvity
cal/(c=see'K)
Liquid Psrahydrogen
Temp. " I_ Thermal
Conductlvity
"K cal/(cm see°K)
2.81 x I0-416.83
17.85
18.97
19.66
21.16
21.69
_3.23
2.62 x i0-4
2._
2.59
2._
2._
2.83
2.93
2.91.
3.02
3.o2
3.o2
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2.81
2.86
2.87
2.84
3-05
Heinzinger, et =I. (1961)
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3.4 VISCOSITY DATA
D_ta Sources:
Backer, E. W., and Stehl, O. (1952), Eiu Zahigkeltsuntershied yon 0rtho- und Para-
Wasserstoff bei Tiefen Te_peraturen. (Viscosity Difference between Ortho and
Para Nydrogen at Low Temperatures), Z. Physik 133, 615-28.
Webeler, R., and Bedard, F. (1961), Viscosity Difference Measurements for Normal and
Par_ Liquid Hydrogen Mixtures, Phys. Fluids _, 159-60.
Diller, D. E. (1965), Measurements of the Viscosity of Parahydrogen, J. Chem. Phys. 42,
_89 -21OO.
C_cment s:
The viscosity differences of gaseous ottho and pars hydrogen determined by Backer and
Stehl (1959) are small, approaching i_ near the triple point. Liquid values, however,
_If_er by larger amounts with differences of about 5_ at saturation near the triple
point. Diller (1965) _Ints out that the liquid differences are nearly zero when
compared at the same de_sitles rather than the same temperature. The results of Backer
and Stehl (1952) indicate the viscosity of gaseous par_ hydrogen _o be larger than
gaseous normal hydrogen; while the results of Diller show the normal hydrogen v_lues to
be larger than the pare hydrogen values in the liluid region.
Be-'ker and Stehl (1952) mea_ared the difference in viscosity between various mixtures
of ortho and pera hydrogen with a capillary bridge arraaEement.
Webeler and Bedard (1961) measured a quantity equal to the product of viscosity and
density of liquid pare and ortho hydrogen with s piezo--lectric alpha quartz torsional
oscillator. They fotmd that the ¢_lue of _p for 69% orthohydrogem at temperatures from
13.8 bo lb.5 OK is about h_ large:" than the corresponding values for 28% ortho hydrogen.
The precision of the values of _p is given as 0.2_.
Dille" (1965) also used _ torsic._l crystal method to make extensive measurements on
para hydrogen. ]_ included a few points for normal hydrogen along the saturated liquid
line. All _f the data are analytically represented with a mean deviation of 0.7_. An
accuracy of 6.5_ is claimed. The tables that follow include Diller's saturation data
only.
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_e-J, er and s_z (195e)
Gaseous H_Irogen
T_K Percent Para _lrogen
= , • ,
99.8 6e.2 5O.2 _.?
9o.]. o._; ' 0.075 0.055 " 0.039
77.3 o.z39 o.o89 0.065 o.o_9
63.z 0.175 o.no 0.079 0.o58
20.3 O.561 O. 323 O.231 0.16_
15.0 0.712 0.376 0.258 0.182
_x = V_cr, sity of ort_o-para h_ogen mlx_re
_n = Viscosity of normal hydrogen
V_er (1965)
Vlacosihy of saturated liquid (Micropoise)
Para DifferenceT_ _K Normal
l_, 26_. 3*
15 230.2
16 203.9
l? 18_.9
18 165.6
19 151.5
20 139.2
21 128.4
2e 118.7
23 11o .5
2_ 10Z.6
_5 95.7
_6 89.o
* _la value has been
graphical error.
25O,7
_Z.3
197.5
177.7
16o.5
147.0
135._
125.3
116.1
108.1
I00.8
93.5
87.2
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8.9
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5.1
_.5
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3.1
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3._ VELOCITY OF SOUND
Van Itterbeek, A., Van Dael, W., and Cops, A. (1961), Velocity of Ultrasonic Waves in
Liquid Normal and Para Hydrogen (14-20°K), Physica 27, lll-16.
Van Itterbeek, A._ Van Dael_ W., and Cops, A. (1963), The Velocity of Sound in Liquid
Normal and Pars Hylrogen as a Function of Pressure, Physics 29; 965-73.
Youn@love, B. A. (1965), Ultrasonic Velocity in _luid Parahydrogen, Manuscript submitted
for publication.
Comments:
The velocity of sound of liquid normal and para hydrogen has been accurately deterv.lned
by both Van Itterbeek, etal. (1961, 1963) and Younglove (1965) below 20_K. The agree-
men, of these differences from these sources is excellent. The differences in the gaseous
states are not_ however, well known. One may estimate these differences from the thermo-
dynamic relationship, CS = >(_P/_P)T where C = velocity of sound, N = Cp/Cv, and
P, T, and p are press%Ire, temperature and density, respectively. It is known from P-V-T
m-.asurements that the values of(SP/_P)m oC Dormal and pars cannot be much different.
Them in regions where the differences _n C_/C v are large such as around 150"K one cam
estimate the percentage difference In veloSity of sound as one half the percentage
di?1'erence ia the specific heat r%tio of normal _nd pars hydrogen.
Van I%torbeek, et al. (196!) measured the velocity of sound in saturated liquid normal
and para hj_Irogen st temF_ratures from l_ to 20.5°K using a variable length Interfer-
ometer. Their data indicate the velocity of sound in normal hydrogen to be 8 m/sec
greater than in _ai.a hydrogen at frequencies of l, 2_ and 5 mc/sec. They estimate the
uncertainty st 0.2_.
Van Itterbeek, etal. (1963) extended the above work to pressures of 240 kg/cm_. The
difference between normal and pars hydrogen at low pressures is less than in the previous
article by the same authors.
Y(_Anglove (1965) made velocity of sound measurements on fluid pars hydrogen with a pulsed
sound technique. Measurements were made from 15 to 100°K and up to 390 atmospheres, and
are claimed to be accurate to 0.05%.
21
J
VQn I'_terbeekj at al. (1961)
Velocity of Sound in Sature_d Liquid Normal _lrogen
0.996 ,c/,ec
Temp. Velocity
of Sound
_0.37 1120. v
19.97 1/31.7
19.67 11_. 3
19.37 1/_9.9
18.93 1159.7
18.61 u66.7
18.18 1176.9
17.72 1/07.9
17.15 12o0.3
16.61 121i, 5
16.0_ i_. 3
15.15 1242.8
It. >9 125_.
I_.13 1263.6
1.9_5me/see
Temp. Veloc Ity
of Sound
20._ ]-U9.2
20.10 1128.6
19.85 1/36.0
19.58 11b_. 6
19.32 1150. ,_
19.02 1157._,
18.7O 1165.8
18.35 1173.9
17.95 1183.5
17.52 1193 •;.)
17.50 1203.9
16.h9 1214.9
15.92 1227.3
15. _ 1237.4
1_.89 12_7.8
I_.52 1255.o
1_.II 126_.6
_,,9o4 ,=/eee
T_e
*K
_0._
19.08
18._
18.0_
17.45
17.0_
16.57
15.98
15.32
15.23
14.59
1_.13
Veloc It¥
of Sound
U/@ec
Lug._
L%56.8
1171.6
L18_.3
I_03.1
ieI_.7
1_7.6
1_o.
leS_. 3
Vel.clty of Sound in Saturated Liquid Para-_tro_n
0.987 ac/,ee 1.937 _/._ec _.869 _e/oec
20.36
_0.0_
19.77
19 55
19.29
18.b7
18._8
18.0_
17.52
16.91
16._o
15.29
!:..o6
Velocity
of Sound
1/22 5
11)o.8
113_.9
11_J_.
115_.6
_6_.1
_7_.
1186.3
1200.1
I_I_.
1_32.5
1255.9
Te_. Velocity
of S_md
"_ =/aee
_0.41 1116.9
19.91 1125.3
19.53 113_.8
19.06 11_6._
18,6E 1157.9
18.13 1168.5
17.53 1183.1
16.91 1196.5
16.38 1_o8.7
15.76 12_1.7
15.08 123_.3
1&,63 12h3.2
Ih.17 1250.8
_0._0 LUL8
19.76 1128.2
19.h] 1138.7
19.oo II_9.0
18.5_ 1159.0
17.96 117h.3
i7.h3 1188.5
16.93 1199,6
16,)_ 12o8.5
15.59 12_5_
I_.85 12_O,h
I_.O6 1253,6
Temp. Velocity
of 8u_nd
*K _/see
_O._O L_15.3
19._6 1137.9
18.92 1151.1
18.21_ 1168.1
17.66 u8_.i
16.99 1196.9
16.52 120_, 3
15 ._ iZ_O .5
15.33 1230.1
I_.83 12_,9.7
1_. 38 12_9.2
8"2
Va_ Itterbeek, et _I. (1963)
Velocity of Sound in Liquid Hydrogen
T = 19.17_
e._ e-_
T = 20.5O'K
P Veloc ity
of Sound
236.0 1742.1
230.0 1732.7
iwdO.3 1715.4
210.4 1697.3
20O .9 1679.9
190.6 1660.7
180.5 1641.6
170.6 1622.0
16o.2 16Ol.O
150.6 1.580.9
141.2 156o ,4
13o .8 1537.1
120.7 1513.0
Ii0.6 1489.4
}00.7 11,65,3
9o.5 i_38.5
80.7 1.411.6
7O.50 138_ .1
61.05 1353.6
50.85 132o .7
41.15 1287.2
31.I0 1.250,0
23.00 1218.1
17.25 1193 .b,
ii ,80 -_169,4
8.40 1152.6
1*.95 1135 ._,
i. W3 1117.5
P Veloc Ity P Veloc _ty P Velocity
of Sound of Sound of Sound
_l_m_ ,l,,c _,Ic@ mls,c.I _ic@ ,I,,_
2,d.o 17_. 6
229,O 1.729.3
2.21.0 171_.9
211.5 1698.7
202.3 1.68o.5
1.92.5 1663.1
181.:_ 1._1.3
171.5 1.6,°2.5
161.2 16o1.1
15o ,5 1578.6
141,o 1358.4
132-.5 1537.6
121.5 1513.6
lO9. _ i&85.2
100.7 I_63.i
91.0 1437.1
79.0 I$04.7
68.75 137£.5
6o.00 1347.6
50 .l+o 1315.7
_0.50 1_71..5
30.7 = 12_,5.5
a).85 1_5.4
12 .o5 1166.
7.10 ii_2.3
2.75 1119.6
i ._3 1111.5
177.5 16&7.4.
170.3 1633.3
160.9 1615.6
150.5 159h.0
139.7 1571.4
130.0 1549,6
i20.3 1528.0
llO .0 1500.0
100.3 11_o. 6
90.8 1456._
80.5 I_29."
7O .00 lhOO.6
60.50 1327,5
50.50 13_,1.3
_0.50 1309.5
29.2O 1270.2
21.60 1241.1
12.95 1206.3
6.25 1177.3
1.7o 1155.5
188.5 1667.6
183.5 1658.4
175.0 1642.4
170.0 1631.8
161.0 161£. 4
151.0 1593.7
140.5 I_Vl.4
130.2 1549.6
i_0 0 1526.1
1.09.5 1502.3
1o0.5 1479.5
90.7 1455.3
80. _ i_28.
71.50 ihO3,2
61.O0 1372.6
51.25 1342.4
42.9O i]i_.6
3h.20 1285.0
26.10 1255.9
18. i0 122&. i
10.30 n92.6
6,_0 1173.e
2.o5 1153.9
1.50 1151.3
T = 18.25 °K
n-S, e-_
P Veloclty P Veloc _ty
of So_d of Sound
kg/ci I m/see k_Ic_ mlsec
127.0 1575. i_
135 5 1571.9
128.5 155). :
_18.5 153!,.I
108.0 151o. 9
97.3 I_85,3
87.2 1459.3
87.0 1_59
78.7 I/_37,7
60.55 1387._
5o.55 1357.3
hO.hO 1325.1
31.00 h"Oh.
_._0 1263.6
15.co 1235.9
8. _o 1208.5
_. _0 1183. ]
ii,6._ 1592.o
137.0 1571.9
129.0 1553.9
118.5 1571.1
108.5 15C 7.7
99.5 1h86,8
9o.o 1_62.8
79.5 IL_6.5
':0, I_9 iglO.7
rio, 5o t 38_.
50.5O 1352.7
40.70 I_21.0
30.60 1287,4
20, U5 1250,6
12.7) 1221.2
6. _A) 1195.3
2._O t177.h
1.50 1173.1
T : 16.7U°K
n-_6 e-_
P Veloc Ity P Veloc Ity
of Sound of Sound
ig/em I _/sec _,I_": _I',_
90._+ 1486.6
88.7 I&S1.2
8_.0 1_69._+
7_.80 l_h6.0
55 .l,O 1393.2
_,5.9o 1365 ._
37.00 1338.0
26.85 1/105.6
zg, 60 1280.5
1_.5o 1259.1
6.8o 1233.8
1.60 1212.9
85.0 1468._
78.0 1450.9
63.9o 1426.7
6o .25 Ih03.2
5O .75 1375.8
_I._O 13_7.6
_1,50 1316.3
21. )5 1282.3
13 ,i<, 1252._
_.]0 1234.&
2.9:) _211.7
1 ,_ 1207.0
_3
Van Itterbeek# et al. (1963) (con_.)
Veloclt_, of Sound in Liquid H_rogen
T _ 16.O9"K T _ 15.35"K
n-lh e-_ a-lh e-_
P Velocity P Velocity P Veloeit_ " P' Velocity
of Sound of Sound of Sound of Sound
kg/cm" m/see kg/cm _ m/ace kg/cm a m/llec k_cd m/see
136o.760.50 I_16.5
55.00 1_02.4
49.90 1387.7
45 .lO 1373.7
35.30 13_. 5
30.15 1328.4
25.10 1312.6
_q).35 1296.2
15.10 1278.4
10.20 1261.6
5.95 1245.3
2.05 1230.
65.4o 1426.8
60.50 1413.6
55._5 14oo.1
50.30 1385.o
_0.60 1356.6
35 •60 1341.6
30.60 1326.0
_.35 13o9.1
2o.7o 1292.8
15.60 1275.4
zO. 6o 1257.2
5.50 1238.3
2.05 iza_.8
n-_ e-l%
P Veloc ity P Veloc Ity
of Sound of Soured
_,_I_=" ,,,l,e_ _zl_,_ ml,_
26.70
23.40
20.15
17.L:K)
14.00
11 .I0
8.50
5.90
3.80
1.50
ln89
1332.3
1322.7
1313.0
1302.2
1291.7
1_Z. 3
1272.3
1263.2
1255.x
1247.1
['9.79 1336.5
26.90 1327.7
23.10 1315.6
20.i0 1305.6
1%00 Z_5.8
I_.O5 1285.0
ii. 25 1275.7
8.gO 1267.2
6.15 1257.2
3.0o 12_6.o
0.25 1235.2
20.55 1308.9
17.50 1298.6
Zb,.gO 1290.0
12.5O 1282.2
7 • _0 1263-0
5.45 1256.8
3.95 1251.1
2.10 12U4.6
I._0 12_i. 5
38.50
36.2O
32.Z5
28.05
21.hO
17.30
15.05
12.00
9.85
6.55
4.10
1.70
1353.9
1341.5
1329.1
1308.2
].293.9
1286.4
1276.1
1268.7
1256.7
1247.3
1238.2
ii
You_a_,L_e(1 5)
Velocit_ of Sound in Saturated
Density, g/cm sT,'K
12.5
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
2_
25
26
27
28
29
29.5
30
30.5
31
31.5
32
32.25
32.5
Para Normal
0.07641
0.07599 0.07632
0.0751o o.o75_3
0.07417 o.o7h_9
o.o7319 o.o735o
o.o7216 0.o7246
0.07108 0.07137
0.o6992 o.o7o2o
0.06870 o.o6896
0.06739 0,06764
0.06599 0.06622
0.06h47 0.06_69
0.06282 0.06302
0.0610o o .o612o
0,05897 0.05917
o.05665 0.05687
0.0=,536 o .05559
0.0539_ 0.05_,_o
0.05236
0.05o58 0.05095
o .ob,8_,9 o o,_98
o .o4592 o .o466i
0 .Old.b,33
o .o-_5__
Llould H_o_en
Veloclty of Sound, m/see
Par,, Normal
12_1.9
1232.6 12_I. 8
1212.8 1221.8
1191.7 1200.6
1169.0 1177.9
11_.6 1153.5
1118.5 1127.0
1o9o. 3 1o99.3
Io60.o 1069.1
lO27.3 lO36.5
992.0 1001.3
953.6 963 .I
911.8 9"21.7
866.0 876.3
815 ._ 826.1
758.2 770.0
726.6 739.0
69"2.6 m5.6
655.3
613.2 629.2
566.5 583.8
509.2 530.4
_70.5
490.2
Veloclty of Sound in Liquid Parahydrogen
T- 15.ooo'I(
P
a_
3&.52
7"P.O1
8.81
Velocity
of Sound
M/geC
1351.6
1311.4
1265.3
T = 17.(/)O'K
P Velocity
of Sound
aim m/sec
81.36 Ih58.3
51._ 1375.3
]O_5 1306.3
,.OU 1215.$
T = 19.0OO°K
P Velocity
of Sound
atm m/sec
17h.39 16_8.3
135.67 1567.2
99.56 1481.6
73.99 1413.0
_.2_ 1321.1
_O.v2 1309._
22.9_ 12_3.4
T - 20.5OO'K
P
atm
229.88
195. _9
150.62
12_.12
91.73
63.51
Velocity
of Sound
m/Bee
1739.8
1676.7
1585.5
1525.3
1_2.8
13_o.2
25
_o
--.(.9
>---I0
Z
m o
o_z
(n
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0
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3.6 P-V-T AND VIRZAL COEFFICIENT DATA
Data Sources:
Long, E. A., and Brown, 0. L. I. (1937), A Comparison of the Data of State of Normal
and Pars Hydrogen from the Boiling Point to 55°K, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 59, 192_-24.
BeenaJaker, J. J. M., Varekamp, F. H., a_d Knaap, H. F. P. (1960), The Second Virlal
Coefficient of 0rtho and Pars H>&rogen at Liquid F_l.roS:_'n Temperatures, Physics 26,
43-51.
Goodwln, R. D. (1961), Apparatus for Determination of Pressure-Denslty-Temperature
Relations and Specific Heats of _vdzogen to 350 Atmospheres at Temperatures above
I_°K, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Std. 6_, 231-_ 3.
Goodwln, R. D., Diller. D. E., Roder, H. M., and Weber, L. A. (1963), Pressure-Denslty-
Temperature Re1_tioas of Fluid Psra Hydrogen from 15 to IO0°K at Pressures to 350
Atmospheres, J. Res. Natl. ])tr. Std. 67a, 173-9_ °.
C_ents:
The difference in the P-V-T surfaces of ortho and pars hydrogen are very small. Thus
only measurements of high accuracy or direct difference measurements are useful to
predict these differences. Most of the published experimental P-V-T daxa have been
omitted from this tabulation because the systematic errors appear to be at least as
large as the ortho-para differences. These data will be examined in a continuation of
this study of ortho-para hydrogen properties in an attempt to determi:le the actual
differences, or at least to establish an upper limit for the ortho-para differences.
The following extensive data sOurces have been omitted from this tabulation:
(i) Johnston, H. L., et sl. (1953), Ohio State University, Cryogenics Laboratory
Tech. Rept. No. TR 264-25.
(2) Johnston, H. L., et al. (1954), J. _m. Chem. Soc. _, Ih82-86.
(3) Michels, A., etal. (1959), Imnysi::a _5, 25-42.
Lor_ and Brown (1937) determined the second virial coefficients of normal _nd _ara
hydrogen with a constant volume gas thermometer from 20 to 56°K. They concluded that
there is no esscr, tial difference in the second virial coefficients of the two forms of
hydrogen.
Beenakker, etal. (1960) measured the difference bet ;sen the second virial coefficients
of normal and para hydrogen. _hey reported diff_r,:.ice_ of about I_ at 20.5 and 18.3 °K
with a sensitivity of the order of 3 x i0 "e am_gat. Their results indicate that the
difference in second virial coefficient is _. linear function of composition.
Goodwin (1961) measured seven P-V-T state points of normal hydrogen as a check of his
apparatus which was used for extensive w,-_sure,,_.nt_ of parahydrogen density. The para-
hydrogen data included below for comparison were linearly interpolated from the values
reported by Goodw!n, etal. (196]). The parahydrogen data extend from 15 to 100+K and
to pressures up to 350 atmospheres. These para and normal hydl-ogen P-V-T data are
comparable because of their high precision, and the probability that amy systematic
errors in the two sets are essentially the same, since these measurements are made from
the same apparatus and by the same experlmenter_. These data have a reported acc,Jxacy
and precision of 0.I and O.0_, respectively. (The NBS-1955 Temperature Scale was used.)
Long _nd.Brown (1937)
Second Virial Coefficient, B, in Amagat Units as Define_ by
PV A : A + B/V A where VA = V/V o and V o = Volume at OeC and 1 Ata
T,eK Second Vlrlal Coefficient
2o.8?
27.65
32._3
37.o8
_1.6_
_3.95
_6.45
h8.1_5
52.51
56.21
Normal Para Difference
-A_65 x I0-e -473 X iO-e -8 x IO-e
-434 -435 -i
-_07 -4o7 o
-371 -377 -6
-339 -3_3 -4
-316
-310 -3J.5 -5
-301
-282
-265
-235
-216
Beenakker, et 8!. (1960)
Second Virial Coefficient, B, mn Amagat Units as Defined by
PvA = A(l + B/VA)
T, °K
_.5
".'0.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
20.5
Lq.3
18.3
z8.3
Difference
Para-Normal
64 x iO"e
65
68
64
68
71
66
72
_7
95
115
75
.... ,..i
ooo_',4.a, et al, (1961) and (1963)
Prezcare.-Voluae-Temperature Data
(NB_-A955 Temperature Sere)
T,_K Psat_ Volume_ cm3/mole
28
3_
32
25
h5
5o
3o.8_9
_5.357
59.738
aS.hh3
L51.88_
186.213
Normal Para Difference
_0.52 30.6_ O.LL I
_3.5_ _0 63 c.09 I_o.56 3o.O. 0.0830.59 30.65 o ,o6
_o.6_ 3o._B o .o6
_o.6_ _o.69 o.o_
30.69 _ .'to o .o;,. /J
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3.7 SATURATION DENSITIES
Data Sources:
Scott, R. B., and Brickwedde, F. G. (1937), The Molecular Volumes and Expanslvities of
Liquid Normal Hydrogen and Parahydrogen, J. Chem. Phys. _, 736-_.
Goodwin, R. D., DAller, D. E., Roder, H. M., and Weber, L. A. (1961), The Densities of
Saturated Liquid Hydzogen, Cryogenics 2, 81-83 .
Knaap, H. F. P., Knoester, M., and Beenakker, J. J. M. (1961), The Volume Change on
Mixing for Several Liquid Systems and the Difference in Molar Volume between the
Ortho and Para Modifications of the Hydrogenic Molecules, Physlca 27, 309-18.
Comment s:
The saturation density differences in ortho and pars hydroge.n are small (about 0.5%),
therefore only measure-_nts of high accuracy or direct measurements of differences
are reviewed here. l_er analysis will be required to determine if their selection
has been prudent.
The _2fect on de_ity of the change in vapor pressure between ortho and para hydrogen
has been examined. The change in liquid density corresponding to the observed difference
in vcpor pressure is less than O.O1_ except within 2°K of critical temperature. Thus
the differences in liquid saturation densities of ortho and para hydrogen are indicative
of the differences in the P-V-T surfaces of ortho and pars hydrogen near the saturated
liquid line. However, the effect of the vapor pressure differences on the saturated
vapor densities is as ,mch as 6% near the triple point and decreases to less than I_ at
30"K. The differences in ortho-para saturation densities are thus not indicative of the
differences in ortho-para P-V-T surfaces near the satuzated vapor line.
Scott and Brickwedde (1937) measured the densities of saturated liquid normal and para
hydrogen with a fused quartz dllatometer at temperatures from 14 to 20.L'K. The amount
of hydrogen was determined from the pressure of the gas after e_panslon into a calibrated
flask at a measured temperature. Their data is represented to within its precision by
the equations
V(n-H_) cmS/mole = 24.7_7 - 0.08005 T + O.O12716 T_
v(p-_) c,_3/mole : 2_,.9o2 - o.o8_ T + o.o13J.o_,T_.
They measured the vapor pressure and calcttlated bemperature from a vapor pressure
equation, therefore their temperatures are not tabulated here. These authors indicate
a probable error of 0.O3_ in their experimental volumes.
Goodwln, et al. (1961) presents a comparison (using the NBS-1955 Temperature Scale) of
the available saturated density data for liquid para and normal hydrogen. The normal
hydrogen data are taken from Scott and Brlckwedde (1937) _nd the parahydrogen data weA'e
measured by Goodwln, et :AI. (1961). These density determinations were reported to have
a preclslon of two parts in I0,000 and an accuracy of I0 parts in I0,000.
Knaap, et al. (1961) determined the volume change on mixing of normal and para hydrogen
for compositions ranging from 0.27 to 0.70 mole fraction normal hydrogen at 20._'Z.
The accuracy is claimed _/o be of the order of 5 tuna/mole.
#Scott and Brlekwedde (1937)
Ssturated Liquid Normal Hydrogen
Vapor Pressure
749.8
65.o
75_.1
65.4
2"20.0
335.3
518.8
751.4
752.4
81.7
1o8.7
2oi .8
3O8.9
410.2
5"/1.8
751.7
758.7
79.5
111.2
186.7
290.7
450.6
550.9
756.9
Vapor Pressure
_m Hg
68.5
117.9
221.8
374.0
633.7
754.2
lhO.5
314.7
567.8
71.8.3
Volume
¢la /mole
28. 395
26.179
28.386
26.207
27.O00
27.383
27.870
28.39O
28.389
26, 3)-3
26.488
26.9]0
27.3o8
27.59_,
28.0O9
28.387
28.93
26.2_,
26. _9"2
26.862
27,239
27.696
27.943
28.382
Saturated Liquid Parahydrogen
Volume
2D, 33°
26.649
27.121
27.625
2.,9.2"-.7
28.5
26.753
27.449
28.121
28.514
3O
m
C,oodw'i_, et al. (1961)
Saturated Liquid (NB3-1955 Temperature Scale)
T,eK Density (moles/liter)
Pard Normal Difference
z3.803 38.1998
13.947
14 38._91
z5 37.6987
16 37.2586
17 36.79?0
18 36.3119
z9 35.8010
20 35.2615
20.268 35.1115
2O.380
21 34.6898
22 3_.0821
23 33.43_)
2_ 32.7363
25 31.9835
26 31.1635
27 %0.2610
28 29.2534
29 28.1060
30 26.7588
31 25.0921
32 22.7821
32.98h 15.2672
33.
33.180
38.3038
38.2819 0.1628
37.8609 0.1622
37.4190 0.160_
36.9546 0.1576
36.4656 0.1537
35.9_98 0.1488
35.h045 o.143o
35.1889
34.8263 o.1365
34.2112 0.1293
33.5549 0.1219
32.8506 o.1143
32.0908 o .Io73
31.2650 0.1015
30.359O o.o98o
29.3522 0.0988
28.2131 0.1o71
26.8889 0.1301
25.2776 o.1855
23.1238 0.32]7
19.0252
14.9365
Knaap, et al. (1961)
Mole fraction Volume change on mixing
of n-H_ for mixtures of n-H_
and. p-F_ at 20.4"K
_m3/_oZe
o
0.28
0.2&
0,50
0.70
0.70
o.o17
0.o14
0.016
o.o18
O.OlO
O.Oli
-=
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_0
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3.8 VAYOR PRESSURE
Data Sources:
Woolley, H. W.j Scott, R. B. I sad Brlck-wed_e, F. G. (19_), Compilation of Ther_aal
Properties of Hydro{_en in its Various Isotopic and Ortho-Para Mbdiflcatlc_s_ J. Res.
Natl. Bur. Std. 41_ , 3Z9-475, RP-1932.
White, D., Friedman, A. S.j and Johnston, H. L. (1950), The Vapor PTessllre of Normal
Kyclrogen from the BoillnE Polm_ to the Critic_ I Point, J.._m. Chem. Soc. _2j _)_7-30.
Hoge, H. J., and Arnold, R. D. (1951), Vapor Pressures of H_Iro_en, Deuterit_m: and
Hydrogen De_teride sad Dew-Point Pressures of their Mixture_, J. Res. Natl. Bur.
Sta. 47, 63-74.
Grilly, E. R. (1951), _Fne Vapor Pressures of H_oEen , Deuterium and Tritium up to Three
Atmospheres, J. Am. Chem. SO-'. 73, 843-_6
Weber, L. A., Diller, D. E., Roder, R. M., and Goodwln, R. D. (1962), The Vapor
Pressure of 20"K Equilibrium Hydrogen, Cryogenics 2_, 236-38.
Barber, C. R., and _orsford, A. (1963), The Det__rmina_ion of the Boiling sad Triple
Points of Equilibrium Hydrogen and its Vapor Pressure-Temperature Relation, Brit.
J. AppI. Phys. _, 920-23.
_am Itterbeek_ A., Verbeke, 0., Theewes, F., Staes, K., and De Boelpaep, J. (1964),
The Difference in Vapor Pressure between Normal and Equilibrium Hydrogem. Vapor
Pressure of Normal Hydrogen between 20°K and 32_K, Physics 30, No. 6, 1238-h4.
Coament______s:
Vapor pressure data published prior to the research paper by Woolley, et 81. (1948)
were not considered in *.his report. The earlier values are assumed to be well
represented by the results of Woolley, et al. Vapor pressure differences calcu/ated
from the equations presented by Woolley, et 81. (19_8) agree well _@th more recent data
al%_ou6h the vapor pressures themselves above _q)°K are not in good agreement with recent
data. Hoge and Arnold (1951) suggest that Brickwedde and Scott (unpublished data cited
by Woolley, et el. 19_8) actually measured these differences rather than the vapor
pressures. The vapor pressure differences of Wooliey, etal. (1948) and the measured
values of Van Itterbeek are illustrated graphically. To obtain best values of the
differences in the vapor pressure of normal and para hydrogen, in a continuation of this
study, the vapor pressure data from the other sources listed here will be corrected for
temperature scale and interpolated. No attempt has been made to include isolated vapor
pressure valses such as normal bollin 6 point and triple point determinations; only
measurements over extended temperature ranges are inclu(led. The reader is cautioned
that best values o_ vapor pcessure are not indicated; the differences in ortho and pars
vapor pressUres are of primary interest here.
Wool]ey, et el. (19_) examined the erperimental vapor press,Are data and selected the
unpublished data of Brickwedde and Scott. The NE3-1939 Teml_erature Scale we_ used.
_Ite_ et ai. (1950) measured the vapor pressure of normal hydro6en from 21 to 33°K.
Whlte_ et 81. indicated an accuracy of 0.02_K, and 0.03 mm of HE below 2.5 at_osl_erea
sad one part in 30,000 above 2.5 atmospheres. The temperature scale used is not reported.
Hose _ Arnold (1951) measured the v_por pressure of equilibrium {_O.h°K) hMd/o_e_ at
temperatures from 17"K %o 33_K. These d_ta are based on %/le NBS-1939 Low Temperature
Scale (below 90_K). The) point _% here that the results of Brlckwed_e and SCOtt,
unpubllshed but cited in Woolley, et 81, (19_k8), differ systematically from their result_
because of temperature scale difference_. Most of the data of Brlckwed_e sad Scott were
taken before the NB8-1939 scale was establ_shed. It is also indicated that the
Brlckw_ie sad Scott data are based on equilib,ium hydrogen data _d differences of
vapor pressures of the various modificatiofla oi' hydrogen.
iGrilly (19_I) _easu._ed the vapor pressure of normal hydrogen from 14 t_ 2_.5°K. The
_%& fro_ I_ to _'°K are well represented _y the Brtckwedde and Scott equation but
above 20"K a dlfferent equatlon w_s required. The NBS-1939 Tee_rature Scale was used.
The ,' ;tiMted average uncertainty ts O.l_ [_ pressure or O.OOh°K in temperature.
Weber, et al. (19629 measured the vapor pressure of 20°K equlllbritm hydrogen a% temper°
atures frou Z_) to 33°K. '_ne NBS-t955 Temperature Scale we_ used. An uncertainty of
_O.O0_ n_ 18 indicated.
Barber and Horsford (19639 report vapor pressure values for equillbrlum hydrogen for
temperatures from 13.8 to 20.2°K. _e )(1% (Natlon_l P_yslca! Laboratory) Temperature
Scale with an ice point of 273.15JK and an oxygen polnt of 90.177°K is used.
Van Itterbeek, et al. (196_) measured the difference in valor p:wssure of norm_ _d
para hy.l_ogen and the vapor pressure of nor_l h_nirogen, simultaneously. The nor_l
bolli_ points of _on_l and p_a hy_lr_gen were determined to 2_0.3_9 and _0.2_°K_
respectively. The resu! ts _re reported as ace'_rate to .jithtn ±0.00_ kg/c_. !l_e vapor
pressure differences of the Brlek_dde and Scott equation_ are illustra_ed graph|ca___y
by Van Itterbeek et al. to _1 °K _d alypear in go_<! a_ee, ment w_th these d_ta.
Woolley, et _. (19b_)
(M_-1919 Tem_rature Scale)
.... T,°K Vapor Prees_'e (_ of Hg)
13.813
]3.957
_5
16
17
_9
2O
_0.273
_. 39'o
22
23
N_r_l P_ra Difference
52._
5_.0 57._ 3._
95 ._ I_0 ._ 5 ._
153.3 161._ 7.9
3_5.9 _60.6 14.7
I_. 8 >I0.1 19.3
675. _ _00.3 _. 6
733.9 76o.o 26.1
7_o .o ?86.8 _ .8
9o6. t_ 937 .o 3o .6
1_89.o _ee6.6 37.6
1529.6 157_,9 _5.3
White, et al. (1950)
Vapor Pressure of N_rs_al Hydrugen
Teeq_. Vspor Pressure
"K ate.
_7.31 _._6
21.8!
_3.7e
2_.73
_5.70
28,20
_.56
_0.19
32.36
_3,07
33.1_0
1.1696
1 .B155
P. 5_,9]
951o
3.6t24
_,J,176
5. 7618
v.276_
;L O;m5
8.8359
9. _;_1
11.2o6_
1.2. 355
12.6"2o
12,797
I_oge _nd Arnold (1951)
Vapor Presst_re of .20,4°K Equilibrium I_drogen
Temp.
"X
17.829_+
18.581_
19.1245
2o.0__I
20 .hu69
20.51-18
16.95b.9
2o.26_8
20.5167
20.8655
21.20_6
20.9513
2.t. 3._79
23. _l_l
24.4501
2/*.90O3
25.571i
26.198o
26.7811
27.4O8 ]
28.3858
29. 3956
30.3776
Fapor Pre_aur_
,_ Rg
h2_2.1
53O .7
707.7
789.6
813.7
2l_1 .b.
757.1
815.2
_0.7
989.8
922.1
1o26.8
1827 .I
2189./*
2/.1/*. 1
2773.5
_1_2.6
3517.5
395 2.7
b,705.7
5583.9
65/*_.6
Temp.
oK
31. _23.
16.9752
15.8_1/,
22.26O4.
22.9058
25.0_,73
27.874/*
29.9173
30.9O2O
31.891o
22.28oo
22.5792
28.879';'
31.0820
20.953 L,
21.6873
25.8955
32.8933
32.8936
32.8926
3_. 61*57
32. 3853
32.1392
Ve_wDr l_'es sure
766o.2
243.1
149.7
1308.4
1534.9
Ch88.5
h_J9.6
6080.2
' 7102.8
8255.1
L313.8
1416,1
5121.5
7302.5
922.5
1127.2
296O. 3
9566.2
956/*.1.
9559.3
9219.5
8875 .l
8557.7
Orillx (i95t)
Normal RydrogenVapor Pressure of Liquid
Temp.
_K
19.560
20.092
21.323
22._,7
22.803
23.612
23.9_[
2h._5
2h.4_5
Vapor Pressure
m_
587, fi
69b,. 7
%6.6
1196.8
l&&5.9
1675,0
1897.g
2125.7
2125.7
35
w_ber, et _. (z_2)
vapor Preaaure of ParahFdrogen
"Temp. V_,por P'reesure
*K a_,
20._
22.000
23.000
25,000
26.000
2T .OOO
28.0OO
Lx).000
30.0OO
3o .0Oo
30.000
30.500
3n.500
3).500
3i .000
"_1.0OO
3Z .0OO
31.0OO
3z .50o
31.5C0
1.0000
1.612h 32.000
2.0688 32._
3.2_62 32.000
3.98_ 32.50O
k.8285 32.5o0
5.792O 32. 500
6.8863 32.600
8. n62 32.6O0
8.1169 32.600
8. zzTz 32.700
3. 7873 32. 700
8.7885 32.70o
_,. ?886 32.80(3
9.50_3 32.8oo
9. 5029 32.8O0
q.5OO5 32.
9. 5003 3P. 9O0
zo. _52_ 32.9o0
1o.2535 33.00<)
Temp. Vapor Pressure
"K atm,
II.0502
11.0516
ii.0522
n.8988
11.8976
n. 8989
i_.o7_9
12.07_2
12.0751
Z2. 2526
12._20
12.2536
12.h326
12.h330
z2.a352
12.6168
_2.6187
z_.6z83
z2.8o_3
20.555
20.56c
21.023
21.298
21,607
21.835
22.069
22.242
22.331
22,772
23.085
23.537
24.680
_4.929
25.2O9
26,025
26. 323
26.721
26.791
27.072
27.256
27.479
27.,_40
27.96&
27.964
27.970
28.201
28.289
28.3or
28.464
28.888
23.868
29.178
29.207
29.238
29.500
29,771
29,979
29.996
90.137
3O.172
_o.601
]o.971
31,119
31.11,6
31.238
_.. 352
31.720
32.276
Vm- Itterbeek, et _I. (1964)
(N_ Temperature Sea&e)
Vapor Pressure,
_on_al Difference
Pars-Normal
3.89 x i0-2
3.89
1.236 _.30
1.33_. 4.':I
1.452 4.72
1.546 4.86
1.635 5.30
L715 5.ho
5.35
1.965 5.85
2.117 6.30
2.355 6.67
3.051 7.8_
3.2_1 5.t_5
3._18 8.73
I0.03
4.28o io.29
4.62h ll.O0
_.70U I0,6O
4.9_0 i1.5_
5.1_Z 11.89
5.343 11.91
5.382 12.40
5.829 12.71
12.92
5.817 12.99
_3.-?0
o._9 13.39
6.186 13,47
S.366 1._.71.
6.8_2 14.83
J._. 38
7.195 14.98
7.223 15.39
7.26& "t_,.o3
7.58d 15.52
7 032 1.6.o6
8.536 16 38
8.22t_
8._52 16.88
8.h76 16.71
9.086 17.
9._ 1_,_6
9.8t: 18.55
o.86& 19.07
]_.oI[ 19,02
L0.172 19.23
1o.758 20.52
Ii.679 25.05
m6H Io "uJuJ' _1-_ 30N3U33..JIO 3_nSS3Ud UOdVA
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3.9 LAT]BT HEAT 0F _APO_IZATI_
hta So_rces:
_ey, E. e., Seott_ R. B., sad Brt_, F. G. (l_8)p Coot_Ltstlon o1" Thermal
Properties of ]_ydrogen in its Various Isotopic and Ortho-Para I4_ftesti_ J. Res.
Natl. Bur. Std. _j 3_*_ RP-19_.
Goodlrljaj R. D. _ Diller, D. E., R(Xler, N. N., e_d Weber, L. A. (1_1)_ _Fae Deaslties of
Saturated Liquid H_lroKen , Cr_N_entcs 2, 81-83.
Roder_ H. M._ DLller, D. E., Weber, L. A., and Goodwln, R. D. (1963), _he 0rthobarlc
Densities of Parahydrogen, Derived Heats of Vaporization and Critical Corn|tents,
Cryo_mles _, 16-22.
G<xxlvin, a. D., DLller, D. e., _xler, H. M., and Weber, L. a. (19_), Second ld Third
Vlrlal Coefficients for }[lrdrogen, J. Res. Natl. Bur. Std. 68e, 121.
Ste_aL.-tp R. B._ and ROder, R. M. (196_), Chapter II, Properties of Normal led Psa_
B_droKen, p. 379-40_ in _eehnOIO_ _ Uses of Llquid ]_lMLro_e_, Per_ Pres8, Nay
York.
Combats:
The values for the latent heat of yapor_zation of pars hy_tr_en are from Ro_r, at _1.(1_3).
The latent heat of vaporization of normal hy_tro_en was ca/striated from data centred by
8%ewm-t e_ Roder (196_) from the Clauslus-Clapeyron e_uatlon. _'ne orlst_ data are
as follo_ from the follovir_ sources. _e saturated liquld densities vere obl_ f_
(}¢_wln_ et al. (1_61). _e saturated vapor densities _re ¢e_cu_ated b_ Ste_qar%
aoder usin_ the pars hydrogen vlria_ coefficients by Good_rln, etal. (196_) under the
assumption that the vlrial coefficients of nornual and pars hydrogen differ o_y sll_hl_y.
The vapor pressure values and slopes were frum the equation _lwen by Woolle¥_ etal.(_9_).
_,_
_5
16
17
18
Z9
_o
_3
_7
_8
_9
$I
Stevart and l_oder (1964)
Latent Heat of Vaporization_ cal/_ mole
Normal Pars DI florence
219.9 217. I 2.8
220.7 21@. 3 2._
_I. I 218. _. _. 6
_21.1 218. _, 2.7
2_0.6 217.9 2.7
219.6 216.8 2.8
218,0 215.2 2.8
_15.7 212.5 3.2
_1_.7 2o9.5 3.2
_o8.9 _o5.6 3._
L,O_,.2 ZO0._ 3._
Z98.5 19_.o 3,5
_9_, _ _ 87.8 3.7
].83.1 I_9.2 3.9
1.73.o 168.7 _.3
160.6 _5_.8 _.8
I_5.? l_o._ 5._
1_._ z19.8 5.6
90.8
_9
e_
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